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Earth crust memory, earthquake remote triggering and self-organised criticality

Today Yesterday 2 days ago Last 2 weeks

Earth crust is broken into plates moving due to

convection currents in the magma

Most quakes occurs at plate boundaries (faults)

Energy builds up in “locked” plates QUAKE
Fast energy release P and S waves

Earthquakes exhibit Earthquakes exhibit 

selfself--similar scalingsimilar scaling

in energy, time and in energy, time and 

space distributionsspace distributions



m = (1/c)log( M0 )
Gutenberg-Richter Law

P(>M) ~ 10-b M    (b~1)

Kanamori,Anderson 1975

P(>M0) ~ M0
-α

1954

Universality of   α ~ 0.7 Kagan 1994

α independent of geographic area

Seismic moment
size

energy
∝

M = (2/3)log( M0 )-6
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Omori law 1894

At time t after a main shock at t=0

Time distribution
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NAS(t) ~ t-p

p ~ 1   α <1

NAS(M) ~ 10αM



Inter-arrival time distribution  N(∆∆∆∆t)
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California catalog 

356000 events with M>1 

from 1967 to 2002

Inter-arrival time distribution  N(∆∆∆∆t)
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Organization of big shocks follows same
organization of small shocks

Scale behaviour of N(∆∆∆∆t)

Corral, PRL 2004

N(∆t) independent of threshold Mc and geographic area

R(t,MC) is the rate of 

events with M>MC  in a 

given geographic region
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Organization of big shocks follows

same organization of small shocks



SELF-ORGANIZED CRITICALITY

Bak, Tang, Wiesenfeld, PRL 1987

Sand pile

Dynamical systems spontaneously evolving toward a critical state

without parameter tuning                   no characteristic event size

threshold=4

…by adding at random one grain…
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Fundamental ingredient: separation of time scales

Fast scale: propagation of an avalanche

Slow scale: adding a grain

Soc applied to many natural phenomena

� Slides and avalanches

� Neural activity

� Solar flares

� Fluctuations in confined plasma

� Biological evolution

� Earthquakes
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Size distribution

P(S) ~ S-1

Parameter independent

Similar to experimental distribution 

for seismic moment

Nonconservative model, Olami Feder

Christensen PRL 1992

Carlson-Langer 

PRL 1989
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Burridge-Knopoff model 1967



Poisson process Impredictibility

Intertime distribution in SOC:exponential behaviour

California catalog
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Earthquake interactions are a fundamental

feature of seismicity leading to clustering

and aftershocks:
�A large earthquake modifies sesmic activity

in large areas

�In 1992 Landers event (m=7.3) triggered 3h

later Big Bear event (m=6.5) on a different fault

�Static stress changes cannot explain this seismic

activity increase (<0.01 bar for Landers) and 

remote triggering

Non linear interactions and Coulomb stress 

changes modify friction law on remote faults

State-rate formulation (J. Dieterich, JGR 1994) for frictional instability

writes friction in terms of normal stress, slip velocity and the system state

(temperature distribution, pore pressure variation, chemical reaction, etc..)

The seismicity rate 
R(t) = f (∆σ, R(t-ε))
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Memory within SOC

Stress corrosion

and Herrmann, Kertesz LdA

EPL 1989

ci
counter

Fatigue

si
Local stress

Combined effect of mechanical stress 

and chemical agents

Material weakens under cyclic loads

At each site we define
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Counters contain entire history of applied loads

Earthquake triggering is detemined by the combined effect

of the increase in the local stress and the local weakening of the 

fault due to load global history

Time dependent friction law
Lippiello, LdA, Godano

EPL 2005



Triggering mechanism

Firing at threshold

i

i
i

p

c
≡α

zzssp cii /)( +−=

ci αα <
10 ≤≤ ic

Sites with αi<αc, are unstable because of 

the combined effect of high local stress pi

and entire history of loads stored in the 

counters ci

Measures how close a site is to the critical stress

Seismic fracture probability depends on local

instant stress and stress history contained in counters
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ifif
cic sszs ≤≤−ifif whereaswhereas 0=ip ifif

ci ss >andand 1=ip
zss ci −<



ALGORITHM

We start with a random initial configuration of si and ci

IF αmin < αc

Earthquake starts
1°epicenter

2°epicenter
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�The process goes on until no unstable (αi<αc) sites are present

�The counters of all discharging sites are set to 1

si(t+1)=si(t)+1 i∀

IF αmin> αc

evaluation of αmin (extreme value statistics)

ci (t+1)=ci (t)- αmin pi

long range correlations

and remote triggering

i∀
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Short time behaviour

Number of active sites at constant load Rate  of aftershocks

DefineDefine forfor
ii tq α−=1)( , zero , zero otherwiseotherwise, , wherewhere

i

i
i

p

c
≡α

At At constantconstant loadload min)()1( α−=+ tqtq ii

Ensemble Ensemble averageaverage )())(()1( min tPtqtq
s

iii ><−><>=+< α wherewhere

)(tP
s

i
probabilityprobability forfor site site i i toto bebe stablestable at time tat time t

SpatialSpatial averageaverage )(
1

)(

2

1
2

tq
L

tq
L

i

i∑
=

=
••fractionfraction of of activeactive sitessites

••probabilityprobability forfor a a genericgeneric sitesite

toto bebe unstableunstable at time tat time t

)(1)( tPtq
s

i−≅ forfor ( ))(1)()1( tqtqtq −≅+

1)( −≈ ttq OmoriOmori lawlaw

10 ≤≤ iα

iαα <<min

Or Or ifif site site firesfires 0)1( =+tqi
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ααααc=0.9 L=500

αc irrelevant variable

for     0.7<αc<1 

Intertime distribution
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Magnitude and epicenter distance distribution

N(M) ~10-bM

b=0.87 numerical

b=0.89 experimental

d1

d2

d3

N(di>d)

exponentexponent 1.841.84
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Relation Relation withwith the statethe state--rate rate equationequation

State-rate formulation for stick-slip frictional instability

[ ]CBVAn ++Σ= γτ lnln VD
dt

d
γ

γ
−= 1

ττττ friction,, V slip velocity, , ΣΣΣΣn normal stress, γ γ γ γ system state

A B C D phenomenological constants

In the model 
cic zczs ατ /+−≈ where is constant

and the slip velocity
cn s∝Σ

)( τθ −= isV

ci
new=ci

old- αmin piiic γln= and from

we recover minαγ
γ

ii p
dt

d
−=
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SummarySummary

ComplexComplex seismicseismic activityactivity isis controlledcontrolled byby::

locallocal stress stress redistributionredistribution

long long rangerange correlationscorrelations in the in the earthearth crustcrust

TheseThese mechanismsmechanisms are are implementedimplemented in in selfself--consistentconsistent locallocal lawslaws

containingcontaining long long rangerange memorymemory of stress of stress historyhistory

LargeLarge eventevent maymay increaseincrease seismicseismic activityactivity byby inducinginducing globalglobal wekeningwekening,,

………….....or.or inihibitinihibit future future earthquakesearthquakes byby resettingresetting globalglobal memorymemory

GlobalGlobal memorymemory stress stress corrosioncorrosion, , porepore pressurepressure variationvariation, fault, fault

gaugegauge deteriorationdeterioration,,……..

Are Are therethere otherother phenomenaphenomena withwith similarsimilar featuresfeatures??
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http://www.windows.ucar.edu/spaceweather/sun_earth4.html

Solar Flares

Solar flares are explosions of 

incredible power and violence

that release energy equivalent to
about 100 hurricanes in few 

minutes. 

The strong and twisted magnetic

fields in the vicinity of active
sunspot groups are thought to

provide the power that is

released in the solar flares.

It is not known exactly how this occurs. 
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Large quantities of Xrays and hot particles

may strike the Earth following a solar flare

event. 

The Xrays arrive in just 8 minutes time and 

the hot particles follow several hours later. 

The strongest flares occur only several

times per year even in solar maximum.

Weaker flares are relatively common. 

Several tens of these weaker flares can 

occur in one day during active periods. 



AnalogyAnalogy withwith earthquakesearthquakes
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��Impulsive Impulsive localisedlocalised releaserelease of of energyenergy

��HugeHuge fluctuationsfluctuations

��Power Power lawlaw in the in the distributiondistribution of of flareflare sizesize

VariousVarious interpretationsinterpretations forfor power power lawlaw behaviourbehaviour::
••turbulenceturbulence ((BoffettaBoffetta,Carbone,Giuliani,Veltri,,Carbone,Giuliani,Veltri,VulpianiVulpiani PRL 1999)PRL 1999)

••magnetohydrodynamicsmagnetohydrodynamics ((ParkerParker PhysicsPhysics TodayToday 2000, 2000, 

AlpertAlpert Sci. Sci. AmAm. 2000). 2000)

••selfself--organisedorganised criticalitycriticality ((LuLu, , HamiltonHamilton PRL 1991,PRL 1991,

HamonHamon,,NicodemiNicodemi, , JensenJensen AA 2002)AA 2002)

A A betterbetter understandingunderstanding of of flareflare time time occurrenceoccurrence wouldwould improveimprove

knowledgeknowledge of of physicalphysical mechanismmechanism behindbehind……



WeWe considerconsider differentdifferent solarsolar data data catalogscatalogs
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JanJan 19901990--

JulJul 19921992
1010--30 30 

keVkeV
15511551IntermediateIntermediate

X X raysrays
WATCHWATCH

AprApr 19911991--

May2000May2000
>25 >25 keVkeV66586658Hard X Hard X 

raysrays

BATSEBATSE

JanJan 19921992--

DecDec 20022002

1.51.5--2.4 2.4 keVkeV

3.13.1--24.8 24.8 

keVkeV

2156721567Soft X Soft X 

raysrays

GOESGOES

PeriodPeriodEnergyEnergyNeventsNeventsCatalogCatalogNameName

and compare and compare themthem withwith the the SouthernSouthern California California 

catalogcatalog......
LdA, Godano, Lippiello, Nicodemi PRL 2006
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Intertime Intertime distributiondistribution

WeWe definedefine t∆ time time betweenbetween start of a start of a flareflare and the and the nextnext oneone

ForFor a a catalogcatalog withwith Ne Ne eventsevents n(n(∆∆tt) ) countscounts numbernumber of of eventsevents betweenbetween ∆∆tt e e ∆∆t+t+λλ/Ne/Ne

wherewhere λλ setssets the the binningbinning of of rawraw data (data (λλ/Ne=75 sec /Ne=75 sec forfor the California the California catalogcatalog))

Data Data collapsecollapse doesdoes notnot

dependdepend on on solarsolar phasephase

EventsEvents withwith peak peak fluxflux >                            (class C1) in >                            (class C1) in maximummaximum

>                           >                           (class B1) in minimum (class B1) in minimum 

26104.1 −−⋅ Wm
2710 −− Wm
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SizeSize distributiondistribution

NumberNumber of of eventsevents withwith sizesize betweenbetween s/ss/s0 0 and and s/ss/s0 0 ++λλ/Ne /Ne 

λλ/Ne=1 /Ne=1 forfor the California the California catalogcatalog ss0  0  constantconstant forfor eacheach catalogcatalog

α−≈ )/()/( 00 ssssn

1.065.1 ±=α

RichterRichter scale scale forfor flaresflares

FF KsM −= )log(3/2
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OmoriOmori lawlaw

MainMain eventevent eventevent withwith M>M>MMmainmain

After After eventevent eventevent withwith MMcutcut<<M<M<MMmainmain

withwith MMcutcut = = MMmainmain --22.5.5

ttnA /1)( ≈

MainflaresMainflares triggertrigger

sequencessequences of of afterflaresafterflares
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Common Common physicalphysical mechanismmechanism??

FaultsFaults ActiveActive regionsregions in the in the sunsun

ElasticElastic energyenergy MagneticMagnetic energyenergy

Slow drive                        Slow drive                        EmergenceEmergence of new of new magneticmagnetic fluxflux fromfrom sunsun’’ss

interior in interior in activeactive regionsregions, , 

shufflingshuffling of of magneticmagnetic loopsloops

StickStick--slipslip ComplexComplex magneticmagnetic fieldfield structuresstructures leadlead toto

energyenergy dissipationdissipation via via magneticmagnetic reconnectionsreconnections

AvalancheAvalanche One One reconnectionreconnection maymay trigger a trigger a cascadecascade……....

StateState--raterate formulationformulation forfor solarsolar flaresflares??

FlareFlare triggeringtriggering dependsdepends on the on the entireentire historyhistory??

Trigger Trigger modelsmodels (ETAS) (ETAS) forfor solarsolar flaresflares??


